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Cadet [4] used ultrasonic time-of-flight method for calculating
molecular weight of a binary gas mixture. The main
disadvantage of the mentioned researches is the requirement for
frequent calibration of the device [5].
Applying the EOSs is another procedure for calculating the
gas mixture properties. Among the several EOSs for natural gas,
AGA8 [6] equation is the well-known equation. Londono et al.
[7] proposed simple correlation to calculate hydrocarbon gases
density. Gysling [8] reported an aeroelastic model of Coriolis
mass and density meter. In another work, a correlation for
calculating gas density was developed by Dranchuk and
Abou-Kassem [9] by using 1500 data points for both pure gases
and mixtures.
Intelligent methods are used for estimating the natural gas
properties in current days. One of these methods, the artificial
neural network (ANN) [10], has attracted a lot of attention due
to the high accuracy of the calculations. Increasing accuracy of
estimating the compressibility factor calculations is one of the
topics that recently have been done about it. The first researches
in this field was done by Moghadassi et al. [11] and Kamyab et
al.[12]. Kamyab et al. [12] applied an ANN and used Katz
diagram in order to supply the input data for ANN.
As it mentioned, the use of intelligent methods for predicting
natural gas properties is a broad topic which limited researches
have been done about it. This investigation is paid to train an
accurate ANN system for estimating compressibility factor of
the natural gas. The training data for the ANN are collected
from AGA8 EOS results. The most important innovation of this
present research is that over 20000 are prepared for training
ANN and when a massive data set entered for the training, ANN
can predict more better the relations between inputs and output
and also as it said above the training data collected from a
proved correlation, AGA8 EOS, which is more accurate than
other empirical equations.

Abstract— Calculation of the natural gas thermodynamic
properties is one of the most important topics in natural gas industry.
To calculate the natural gas thermodynamic properties, the
compressibility factor must first be calculated. Accordingly, the aim of
current investigation is to calculate the natural gas compressibility
factor in different conditions with high accuracy. AGA8 EOS is one of
the well-known and accurate EOSs in natural gas industry which
historically is used for determining natural gas properties. Although,
AGA8 equation of state could predict compressibility factor precisely
but has a few limitations. In current investigation, an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) is used to overcome this limitation and also speed up
calculations. The use of the ANN systems for predicting natural gas
properties is a novel method in this field which limited researches have
been done around it. The inputs of the ANN system are temperature,
pressure and mole fraction of the natural gas components and the
output is compressibility factor. For training the ANN system, more
than 20000 datasets are collected from AGA8 EOS. This data number
is higher than all previous studies in this field and guarantees the high
accuracy of the calculations. The results show that the errors of the
ANN predictions are less 1% at temperature and pressures that
describes in AGA8 validation range which proves the accuracy of
ANN model.
Index Terms— Natural gas, Compressibility factor, Artificial
neural network (ANN).

I. INTRODUCTION
Various components are involved in natural gas composition
and the natural gas is used in many aims around the world [1].
To understand natural gas, its thermodynamics properties must
be recognized and one of the main thermodynamics properties is
compressibility factor which it affects the rest of the property
[2].
The methods for determining the thermodynamic property of
natural gas are mainly divided into three broad categories:
measuring and laboratory instruments, equations of state (EOS)
and intelligent methods.
Many measuring devices have been developed to measure
mass flow rate and volume flow rate of natural gas. Zhou et al.
[3] used an apparatus to measure pressure and temperature of
gas mixtures according on the isochoric method. Valdes and

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In general, the EOS of a real gas is defined as Eq. 1. In Eq. 1,
the compressibility factor can be determined by using AGA8
EOS as Eq. 2.
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network training, and also coefficient of determination which
the closer this coefficient to one , the better is training of the data
,for train , validation and test data are respectively 0.9999,
0.9998 and 0.9998.Fig 2. and Fig 4. shows predicted values for
compressibility factor obtain from ANN respectively for pure
methane and McElroy et al. [13] . Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 shows
scattered error according to Eq. 6 for these compositions, And
also Fig 6. for Turkman gas [14] show relative error between
AGA8 EOS and ANN results and it can be understood from all
scattered figures that errors for this trained ANN are less than
0.5% that it guarantees the good training ANN.

In which, ,
,
and
(n=1,…,58) are the second
virial coefficient, reduced density and AGA8 EOS coefficients,
respectively. The AGA8 EOS coefficients are completely
defined in [6].
Inputs data for this investigation are volume fraction of the
components , temperature and pressure and output is
compressibility factor ( ).The transfer function which used is
sigmoid transfer function that is one of most common
transformation function in neural networks Eq. 3 and three
statistical are used for determining the accuracy of the ANN
(Eq. 4 to Eq. 6). Fig 1 presents a summary of the trained
network, including the number of input data , the number of
layers, which includes an input layer that contains problem
inputs and two hidden layer that have the task of finding the
relationship between inputs and outputs and output layer which
provides compressibility factor.
(3)
TABLE I: STATISTICAL ERROR PARAMTERES
Root mean square
error(RMSE)

(4)
Fig 2: Compressibility factor prediction for pure methane by ANN

Coefficient of
determination(R2)

(5)

Relative difference
error (ERROR%)

(6)

Fig 3: Relative difference for compressibility factor between ANN and
experimental results [Pure methane]

Fig 1: Summary of the neural network architecture.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As it mentioned before, over 20000 datasets has been fed into
ANN which 75% of these data used as input, 15% used as
validation check and the rest of them used as test data. Data
prepare from AGA8 EOS for randomly range of temperature
140.15<T [K] <473.15 and pressure 0<P [MPa]<140.
According to Table I. the root mean square error for the train
data, validation check data and test data are as
follows:0.0046355, 0.0043124 and 0.0051255 which these data
are very close to zero, that indicates the high accuracy of the
https://doi.org/10.17758/EARES1.EAP0518303

Fig 4: Compressibility factor prediction for McElroy et al. [13] by
ANN
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Fig 5: Relative difference for compressibility factor between ANN and
experimental results [McElroy et al.[13]]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig 6: Relative difference for compressibility factor between ANN and
AGA8 results [Turkman gas [14]]

[12]

IV. CONCLUSION
[13]

This paper have been paid to obtain high accurate estimation
of compressibility factor for natural gas which this
thermodynamics property appears in calculations of other
thermodynamics properties so the accuracy of estimation plays
a vital role and to get a best calculation, an ANN had been
trained from a well Known EOS, AGA8, and the results shows
the best performance of this ANN which the relative error
between estimated compressibility factor from ANN and
experimental results.

[14]
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